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Partial Feedback for Two-Way and Broadcast Channels 
GUNTER DUECK 
Department of Mathematics, University of Bielefeld, 4800 Biele~eld, West Germany 
Two examples are presented showing that partial feedback can increase the 
capacity regions of broadcast channels and also the capacity regions even of 
those two-way channels which give equal outputs on both terminals. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of feedback multi-user channels is still in its early stages. Shannon 
i • 
(1961) int'rodiiced the two-way channel and gave the capacity region for the 
restricted, i.e., for thenon-feedback two-way Channel. For a long time it was not 
known if the use of feedback can have an effect on the capacity region. In Dueck 
(1979) an example was presented show!ng that indeed the capacity region of the 
two-way channel can increase with feedback. . . . .  
For the muitiple-access chani~el the capacity legion was found by Ahlgwede 
(1973, 1974). Gaarder and Wolf (1975)discovered that here alsothe use of feed- 
back can increase the capacity region; Cover and Leung-YanLCheong (1976) 
derived an achievable rate region for the multiple-access channel with feedback: 
For the broadcast channel very little is l~nown about feedbac k coding, because 
even the non-feedback capacity region is still unknown. For the special case of 
the degraded broadcast channel E1 Gamal (1978) proved that feedback does not 
increase th~ capacity region. 
In-this paper we invcstig~t~ fwo-~ay channels and broadcast channels with 
partial feedback. Partial feedback for the two-way channel means that only one 
of the two senders is able to use feedback. In the case ~of the broadcast channel 
we speak of partial feedback if the Sender has a feedback link to one of the two 
receivers. For both of these channel SYstems we give examples howing that 
partial feedback can lead to larger capacity regions. 
Our example of a two-way channel proving the claimed result will be a channel 
which gives equal outputs on both terminals. This is important for the research 
on multiple-access channels with feedback. In the multiple-access feedback 
situation the two senders communicate with each other using the feedback link. 
This "communication link" can be seen as a two-way channel with feedback 
giving equal outputs on_ both terminals. Therefore; in view of  our example it 
seems very probable that the multiple-access feedback problem Can be solved 
only after a solution of the two-way channel feedback problem has been found 
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(at least for channels giving equal)outputs on the terminals). Hence we feel 
now that the multiple-access channel feedback coding scheme of Cover and 
Leung-Yan-Cheong (1976) may not be optimal, because only coding theorems 
for the two-way channel without feedback are used. So the partial feedback 
two-way channel problem for channels giving equal outputs on both terminals 
seems to be the "simplest" of all of the multiple-access and two-way channel 
feedback problems. However, we believe that even this "simple" problem is 
nearly as difficult as the more general problems. 
i i .  Two-WAY CHANNELS WITH PARTIAL FEEDBACK 
A two-way channel connects two terminals which can communicate with 
each other using this channel. 
! 
Terminal 1 [ W(.I.) Terminal 
I yEV ( , ( yEY  
Fie. 1. Scheme of a two-way channel. 
The channel is defined by a set of transition probabilities W(~,  x l x, y),  where 
x, y, y, x range over finite alphabets R', off, o2], ~.  The sets of, o~ serve as input 
alphabets and the sets W, °2/as output alphabets. 
For n-words x n = (x 1 .... , x, 0 ~ ~,~, yn ~ ~,~, ~ ~ ~,~, ~,~ ~ :~,, the transition 
probabilities are given by 
W'~(2 '~, ~'~ l x'~, y '~) = f i  W(2 i  , ~i I xi , y,). 
i= l  
A partial feedback code (n, N1, N2, h) consists of N 1 code words u i ~ f '~,  N 2 
feedback encoding functions f j  , N I  " N ~ decoding sets AiyC °fi ", N I  " IV2 
decoding sets B~j C o~ such that 
--  for any i the sets Ai l  ..... A in ,  are disjoint; 
- -  for any j  the sets B u ..... BN1 ~ are disjoint; 
- -  1/N~NeY.iY.~ W"~(A~j, B,~I u~ , f j )  >~ 1 - -  ~; 
--  f j  is of the form 
f~ = [fjl, f.~(X-1) ' / a()~l ' X2 ) ..... f jn (X  1 ..... X~_l)] '
where f.1 E ~d and fa~ is a function on ~k-1 taking values in ~d if k ~ {2 ..... n}, 
(If message j is to be sent, Sender 2 transmits f l, then observes the channel 
output X 1 by feedback, then transmits f~2(X1) , etc.) 
A code is called a code without feedback or a code for the restricted two-way 
channel if all the functions f~, j = 1 ..... N~ ; 1 ~< k <~ n are constant. In this 
case the encoding functionsf~, j = l,..., N~ denote simply n-words from ~.  
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A rate pair (R1, R2) is said to be achievable with partial feedback if for any 
> 0, 0 < A < 1, and n sufficiently large, there exists a partial feedback code 
(n, N 1 , Ne,  A) for W such that 
log N i >/n(Ri - -  ~); i = 1, 2. 
The set of all rate pairs which are achievable with partial feedback is denoted 
by ~r(W) .  
Analogously the set ~(W)  is defined as the set of all rate pairs achievable 
without feedback. 
Random variables X on ~ and Y on ~/we call input variables. Random 
variables Y, X on ~7 resp. ~" satisfying Pr(Y ----- y, _~ = x) = ~x Z~ez Pr(X = x, 
Y ~ y) W(3~, 2 [ x, y) we call the corresponding output variables to (X, Y). 
For a two-way channel Wwe define the inner bound GI(W ) as the convex hull 
of the set 
{(I(X ^  X I Y), I (Y  ^ F IX) ) [  X, Y independent input variables), 
where I(-) denotes the usual mutual information function. 
THEOREM S (Shannon (1961)). G1(W ) = ~(W)  for any two-way channel W. 
THEOREM I. There are two-way channels giving equal outputs on both terminals 
(i.e., Y = X for any pair of output variables)for which ~I (W)  is definitely larger 
than ~(  W). 
As in Dueck (1979) we prove this theorem by a sophisticated parallel channel 
construction. The basic ideas are quite similar. 
However, the present problem is somewhat harder than the one of Dueck 
(1979) and therefore the proof is a bit more complicated. In the following we 
define two-way channels /411, W 2 and the parallel channel W 3 = W 1 × W 2 . 
We state some properties of these channels and see that W a "nearly" is a counter- 
example proving Theorem 2. Then we find out that a slightly modified version 
W~ k) of W 3 has an important additional property; we can prove the Theorem 
with help of 1/17~ 7~). 
Channel W 1 
We define W 1 to be the Binary Multiplying Channel. f = ~ ~ ~7 ~ ~ 
{0, 1}. For a pair (X, Y) of input variables the corresponding output variables are 
given in the following figure. 
FIG. 2. 
X ,> ~ X.Y 
I wi(.j. ) 
X.Y < < , Y 
Connection between input and output of W1 • 
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For this channel Blackwell (Shannon (1961)) showed that there exists a 
probability distribution P on ~ × Y/ such that for input variables (X, Y) 
with joint distribution P the pair 
( t (x ,, (x .  v)l Y), z(Y ^ (x. v)l x)) 
does not belong to the inner bound Gz(W1) of W 1 . 
We fix this distribution P throughout this section. We write P(x, y) for 
P(X= x, Y ~- y), P (y  l x) for P(X = x l Y = y), and P t (x )=~uP(X~-x ,  
Y = y), P~(y) = E~ e(x  = ~, Y = y). 
we use the distribution P for the definition of a second channel. 
Channel W 2 
For this channel 5F = ~ = ~ = f f  ~ {0, 1}. The correspondence between 
input and output variables is shown in the figure. 
X ~ 
W2(-I- 
YmX • ) 
< Y 
Fin. 3. Connection between mput and output of W~. 
The random variable X" depends only on the input variable X: 
W2(y @X,y  @ ~] x,y) ~-  e(x l  x). 
@ denotes addition (subtraction) rood 2, 
Channel W~ 
W3 := I/V1 x W~, i.e., W3 is the parallel channel with the component channels 
wl and W~. Y = ~ =~7 =~r  ={0,  ~} x {0, 1}. 
(X1,X ~) >,  > (XI"Y1,Y 2 ~X) 
I w3(") I 
(XI .YI ,¥ 2 mX) ¢ < (Y1,Y2) 
1, 
FIG. 4. Connection between inpu~ and output of W 3 . 
W3((Xl "Yl, Y2 (~)~#), (Xl" Yl, Y2 (~ x)l(Xl, ~2),' (Yl, Y2)) ~-- P(x I x2). 
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Channel W 4 
We define this channel for the matter of convenience in the proof. 
W = Y/={0, 1},Y7 =~ ={0, 1} x {0, 1}. 
X ;, > (X-Y,Y eR) 
(X.Y,Y ~X)  < < Y 
FIO. 5. Connection between input and output of W4 • 
W4((x. 2, y @ 2)(x. 2, y @ 2) ] x, y) = P(2I x). 
A look on the definition of W 4 shows that if X is an input variable with distri- 
bution P1, then the input-output pair (X, X) has joint distribution P. We 
know from the definition of P, that this distribution is "very convenient for the 
multiplying channel." One may feel that W4 is a "good channel." We shall 
prove: 
LEMMA l. Let (X, X) have joint distribution P. Let 
R1 = I (X A X)  + X(X A (X " X)  r X)  
R 2 = log 2- -  H(XIX)  + I (XA (X .X)  IX). 
Then (R1,  R2) ff GI(W¢) ~- ~.@(W4). 
Remark. (I(X A (X "X) l X), I (X A (X "X) IX)) ¢ G~(W1)! 
Proof. Let X have distribution P1, let Y be equidistributed on {0, 1} and 
independent of X. 
(a) I (X A (Y O X, X " X) I Y) 
: I (X A (Y @ X) [ Y) + I(X A (X " X) I Y, Y @ X) 
= I(X ^ X r Y) + I(X A (X " X) I Y, X) 
= I(X ^ X') + I(X A (X "X) I X), 
because both, X and X, are independent of Y. This can be seen from the 
definition of W4. 
(b) I (Y^(YQX,  X .X)  IX) 
= I(Y A (X" X) J X) + I(Y ^ (Y @ X) 1 X, X" X) 
= I (YA  (Y @ X) I X, X " X) 
~- H(Y@XIX ,  X 'X) - -H(Y@X[X,  Y ,X 'X)  
=H(Y@XIX ,  X .X)  H(X IX, Y ,X .X)  
: H(Y@ X J X, X .  X) - -  H(X ~ F X,  X .  X), 
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where we have used twice that Y is independent of X and _~. Further 
log2 ~ H(Y @X[  X, X"  X) ~ H(Y  @X I X, X) 
= H(Y I X, X) = H(Y) = log 2. 
In summary, we have 
I (Y  ^ (YOX_  X"  X) l X) = log 2 - -  H(X[ X, X"  X) 
= log 2 --  H(X I X) q- I (X ^ (X" X) [ X), 
and the Lemma is proved. 
We give now an idea how to use W a with partial feedback: 
In every time instant 
(a) Terminal 1 transmits ignals x e f according to the probability Pl(x) 
over the component channel W~ of W a . 
(b) Terminal 2 transmits signals y ~ q/ with equidistribution over the 
component channel W= of W a . 
Both receive y Q ~ e {0, 1}. Terminal 2 knows y e Y/, observes y O 2 by the 
feedback link, and computes 2 from y and y (~ ~. Now in every time instant 
(a) Terminal 1 transmits that x e ~ over the component channel W 1 
which he has sent over channel W2 at the previous time instant. 
(b) Terminal 2 transmits that £e  {0, 1} over W 1 which he has computed 
from the y and the y @ ~ of the previous instant. 
Comparing the definitions of W a and W4 we see that the partial feedback 
encoding of Wa we have given "is a simulation of the channel W4 ." Precisely, 
the following is true: 
LEMMA 2. GI(W4) C~y(W3). 
Proof. Let {(ui, v~, Aij , Bi~ ) ] i = 1,..., NI; j ~- 1 .... , N~} a code (n, N1, N2, ~) 
without feedback for the channel W 4 . From this code, we form a partial feedback 
code (n + 1, N1, N2, A) for W a . Let ~i = ((0, ui(1) , (Ui(1) , Ui(2)) , . . .  , (U i (n_ l )  , 
Ui(n))(ui(~ ) , 0)) for i = 1 .... , N~, where, for instance, ui(1) is the first coordinate 
of ui ~ (0, l} ~. We define fj for j  = 1,..., N 2 by 
f l = (0, vj(1)), 
f} (x l ,  ~)  - -  (x~, v~(3)) ..... 
fan(x1 ..... Xn_l) = (Xn_l , VS(n)), 
f~-+l(Z x .... , ~)  = (~,  0). 
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From the foregoing the meaning of this definition should be clear: The g~'s are 
the letters which are computed by Terminal 2 from his input and output as 
described above. We define decoding sets Ai3 and/~o : An element (z ~+1, ~7~+x) 
{0, 1} "+~ × {0, 1} "+~ lies in A~j if and only if ((z~ ,..., z~+a), (51 .... , ~) )  ~ Aij .  
(z,~+l, ~+1) ~/~i3 if and only if ((z~ ..... z~+1)(51 ..... ~) )  ~ Bij. Then {(ui, f~, 
eqiJ,/~iJ)[ i = 1 ..... N~ ; j  = 1 .... , Nz} forms a code (n + 1, N , ,  N~, A) for Wa 
which has obviously the same error probability as the original code for W~, 
because the new code for W a "simulates the code for Wa on Wa." The Lemma is 
proved. 
COROLLARY. Let (X, X) have joint distribution P, and 
R~ := I(X A X) + I(X ^ (X " X) l X) 
R 2 :=  log 2 - -  H(XI X) + I(X ^ (X..g) I X) 
Then (R1, Rz) ~ , (W3) .  
Now observe that Theorem 1 would be proved.if we could show that (R 1 , R2) ¢ 
~(W~). Unfortunately this is not possible. However, we can change the defini- 
tions of Wa, W 2 , W s a little bit, such that Theorem 1 can be proved. For that 
purpose we need some definitions concerning typical sequences. 
Typical Sequences 
Let Q(x, y) be a probability distribution on A e X q/. For (x% y~) 6 5f *~ X q/*~ 
and (x, y) ~ 5g X ~ we define f<y(x% Y'0 as the number of times (x, y) occurs 
in the n-vector (x '~, y~). 
x n, y~ are said to be jointly Q-typical if for all pairs (x, y) E W x q/ 
r f~,u(x-, y~) -- n "Q(x, y)l ~ na/2 log n 
fn  X ~/~(Q) is the set of all Q-typical pairs (x% y ' )  ~ ~ x q/n. 
Let Q1, Q2 be the marginals of Q; we write 
~"(Qa) -- {x~ ] there is an y" such that (x ", y") e W" x Y/n(Q)}, 
~"(Q2) = {y" I there is an x'~ such that (x ", y") ~ W '~ X ~J"(Q)}, 
for the sets of all Ql-typical (Q2-typical) sequences, and 
~/n(g, x'O = {y" I (x~, y~) ~ ~c,~ x ~(Q)}  
for the set of all sequences in o-g'~ "generated by x%" 
We state a few well-known properties of typical sequences in the following 
LEMMA TS. Let (X, Y) have joint distribution Q. Then 
(a) I log ] 5g"(Qa) I - nH(X)[ ~ o(n) 
(b) ]loglq/"(Q2) I - nH(Y)r <~ o(n) 
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(c) There is a constant d > 0 depending only on [ f I, I ~/ I such that for all 
x" ~ y~.(Qa) Q.(~.(Q,  x.) I x.) >~ 1 - d/log n, whereQ" is the n-fold product of Q. 
(d) [ log ] ~m(Q, x")[ - nH(Y [ X)  ! < o(n) for x n ~ W"(Q~). 
This Lemma can be easily proved by using simply Chebychev's inequality. 
Now we are ready for the final definitions of the channels W(~),..., W~(~): 
,Channel W~ k) 
Input alphabets are {0, 1} ~, output alphabets {0, 1} k. 
w~'~,(y~, ~ I xr~, y'9 = w~(y,~, ~ [~,  y~) 
for anyy  ~, 2 k, x 7c, yk E {0, 1} k. 
W1 (k~ is simply the k-fold product of the Binary Multiplying Channel W 1 . 
Channel W~ *J 
The input alphabets are the sets X ~ = {0, 1} ~ and ~ = (0, 1} k, the output 
:alphabets are ~71~ = {0, 1} k and ¢£~ = {0, 1} ~. If  x ~ is a Pa-typical k-sequence, 
i.e., if x k ~ 5Tk(P1), then for all y~, gl~, y~ ~ {0, 1}k: 
ve~,(y~, x~ I ~,  y'9 := w~(y~, x '~ ! ~,  y'9. 
I f  x k ~ f~(P~), then for all yk 6 {0, 1}~: 
w~)((0,..., 0), (0,..., 0) I ~'~, y'9 - 1. 
Observe that for Pl-typical sequences x~ f~(P1) the channel W2 (k) acts like 
Wz ~, the k-fold product of W 2 . All other inputs are mapped into a constant. 
Thus, good codes for this channel should use mainly letters from fl~(P1) for 
code words of Terminal 1. 
Now our idea becomes clearer: We take as W2 (~'~ a channel which behaves as 
W2 k and therefore as W 2 . However, for W2 (~ an input with distribution P~ (on 
Terminal 1) "is optimal," and a characterization of .~(W (~)) is very easy. 
Channel W(a kl 
W (~e) :=  W~ (~))< W~ (~) is the parallel with component channels W (k) and 
W~ ~). This channel is the counterexample proving Theorem 1. 
Channel W~ k~ 
Like before, let W] ~) be a channel with input alphabets,£rl~ = ~ ~ {0, 1} 1~ 
and output alphabets {0, 1} k × {0, 1} ~. W] ~) equals W4 ~ if the input x ~ of Termi- 
nal 1 lies in ~(Pa) ,  and the receivers both get (0,..., O) E {0, 1} z~ if the input x ~ 
of Terminal 1 is not contained in ~k(P1). 
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We state three lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. Let (X, X )  have joint distribution P. Then for any E > 0 and k 
suffidently large we can find a pair (R~, Ro-) ~ GI(WI k)) = ~(W~ k)) such that 
R~ >~ k(I(X ^ X) + I (X  ^ (X .  X) I X) -- ~), 
R e ~> k(log 2 --  H(X]  X)  @ I (X  ^ (X .  X)  I X) - -  e). 
LEMMA 4. GI(~ :~)) C ,.~f(Wafk} ).
L~MraA 5. Let (X, X )  be a pair of random variables on {0, 1} with joint 
distribution P. Then for any e > 0 and k sufficiently large 
~(W~. (~)) C {(R1, R~) I R~ ~ k( I (X  ^  X )  4- e), Ro- ~ h(log 2 --  H(X [ X)  + e)}. 
Since WCa k~ -- W~ l~) × W~ k~ we have 
= , ~ ~ W ~) , ~(W~ 'd) {(R a + R; R e + R~) I (Ra, Ro-) ( 1 (R; ,  R~) c ~(W~k))}. 
Let S 1 -- I (X  ^ (X  " X )  I X) ,  So. = I (X  ~ ^  (X  " .~) I X).  By definition of the 
distribution P, 
(k- S l ,  k S~) ~ ~(w~)) .  
Hence, there is a e > o such that 
(k(& - 3~), k(& - 3~)) ~ ~(w~(~)). 
By Lcmma 5 we get for k sufficiently large 
(h(I(X ^  X )  + S a -- 2e), h(log 2 --  H(X  [ X) + S~ --  2e)) ¢ ~(W~'d). 
However, Lemmas 3 and 4 yield for k sufficiently large 
- TT41¢)~ 
(k(I(x ^ X) + $1 - ~), k(log 2 - H(X f X) + So- -- ~)) e ~A ~v~ j, 
and we can conclude the validity of Theorem 1. 
We omit the proof of Lemma 4, because it is word for word translation of the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let (St, S2) = ([(X ^ (X  " X )  I X),  I (X  ^ (X  " _.Y) I X)). 
We consider the channel W 4 : 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of independent input variables for W 4 , where X has 
distribution P1 and Y is equidistributed on {0, 1}, As shown in the proof of 
Lemma l, for W~ holds 
[ (X  A (Y  @ X, X "-~) i Y)  = I (X  ^ X)  =- S t 
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and 
I (Y  ^ (Y  @ X, X . X )  ] X )  -= log 2 - -  H(X I X )  4- Se . 
Therefore, ( I (X  ^ X)  4- $1, log 2 -- H(X[  X)  4- Se) e~(W~) and for any 
e > o, 0 < A < 1 and k sufficiently large there exists a code (k, N~, Nz,  A) 
without feedback 
((ui , v~ , Ai~ , Bi~) l i = l ..... N~ ; j = I .... , Ne} 
for W~, where u~ e 2~(P~) for all i --  1 .... , N~ and 1/k log N~ >~ I (X  A X)  q- 
S~ --  e, and 1/k log N~ >/log 2 --  H(X]  X)  4- S~. (This follows immediately 
from the random coding proof of Theorem S.) 
Now observe that this code (k, N~, N=, A) for W~ is a code (1, N~, Nz,  A) 
for W~e)! This is true because this code uses only u i ~ ~(P~)  and because for 
such inputs WI ~) behave like W~ ~. Hence, for k sufficiently large, 
(k( I(X n X)  4- S~ -- e), k(log 2 --  H(X ] X)  4- S 2 -- E)) ~ ~(W~e)). 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let X k, yk be independent input variables for the channel 
W(2 k) . 
Let Z k be the corresponding output variable, i.e., 
Pr( Zk = zk) = E Pr( Xk = xk) Pr( Yk = Y'¢) W~k)( z~, zk ] xk, Y'~)" 
Xk,y ~ 
We abbreviate: Pr(X k e £vk(p~)) = p, Pr(X ~ = x k) = Pr(xk), etc. 
(a) We show I (Z k ^  yk I X~) <~ k(log 2 - H(X I X)) + o(k). 
First we observe that I (Z k ^  yk ] X k) = ~*dCk(p,) Pr(x~)I(Z ~ ^  yk ] xk), be- 
cause Z k = (0,..., 0), and thus I (Z k ^  Y~ 1 xk) = 0 if x ~ g} :Y~(P1). 
We fix a x k ~ :~k(P1) and compute I (Z ~ ^  yk ] xk). By the definition of I/V2 (k) 
we have for all z ~ e {0, l} k and y~ e {0, l} ~ 
w~'(z  ~, ~ ] ~ ,  y~) = P~(z~ ® y~ I ~). 
We get 
H(Z k x k, yk) = ~ Pr(y~) pk(zT~ @ yk ] x k) log Pk(zk @ y 7~ [x ~) 
yk xl: 
= ~ ~ Pr(y k) Pe(2~I x k) log Pk(2k L xl~) 
y,l~ yk zk:yIe@ztt~k 
= ~ P(2 k ] x k) log P(2 ~ ] x k) ~ Pr(yk). 
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Since for any yk there is a z k with y~ 0 zk ---- 2k the last sum in the formula on 
the right equals one. Thus, H(Z ~ I xk, yk) = ~ pk(2~ [x k) log pk(gk ] X~). 
Using that x ~ ~ W~(P~) and that P~ is a product distribution we get from the 
definition of "P~-typical": 
IH(Z k [ x ~, yk) _ kH(X  I X)I ~ o(k) 
and hence 
] H(Z k [ XkY  k) -- p .  k .  H(Xt  X)l <~ o(k). 
Finally, we have 
I(Z ~ ^  Y~IX ~) _-- H(Z'~IX ~) -- H(Z~[X~y ~) 
l og2- -p -  k . H(X  [ X )  4- o(k) 
~< log 2 -- kH(X  I X )  4- o(k). 
(b) We show: I (Z ~ ^  X ~ [ Y~) <~ k I (X  ^  X)  4- o(k). From the proof of 
(a) we have 
H(Z k [ XkY  k) ~ p . k . H(.~[ X)  -- o(k). 
Thus we have to estimate H(Z k I yk). Let yk ~ (0, 1) k. Applying the "grouping 
axiom" to the entropy H(Zkl  Y~) and estimating all partial entropies by the 
logarithms of the cardinalities of their domains, we get 
H(Z~ t y ~) < Vr(Z ~ = (0,..., O) lye) • log If(0,..., 0)}f 
+ Vr(Z '~ 5a (0 ..... 0), Z k @y~e2~k(P~) lye)" log I ~*(P2)[ 
+ Pr(Z k :/: (0 ..... 0), Z k @yk ~ 2~k(pz) [ yk ) • log[{0, 1} k] 
4- log 3. 
Now the definition of W~ k~ yields 
Pr(Z k ~ (0 ..... 0), Z k @ y~ ~ fk(P2) [ yk) 
= 2 
xke~"k(pl ~ 
d 
log h ' 
Pr(X k = xk) • Pk(Zk =/= (0 ..... 0), Z ~ 0 Y~ $ ~k(p~) [ x ~, y~) 
by Lemma TS. 
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Vr(Z k @ (0,..., 0), Z ~ @yke Xk(P2) lyTO " log ] XP(P2) l 
p"  log 1 Ydk(P2)l ~ P k . H(X)  + o(k), 
by Lemma TS. 
Hence, 
I(Z,~ ^  x~ 1 Y~) <~ p k . I (x  ^ X) + o(k) 
,~ kI(X ^ X) + o(k). 
i i i .  PARTIAL FEEDBACK FOR BROADCAST CHANNELS 
A (discrete memoryless) broadcast channel consists of a set of transition 
probabilities W(y,  z I x), where x, y,  z range over finite alphabets X, a#, .~. f is 
the input alphabet, ~/, o~ eare the output alphabets. The sender wants to transmit 
independent messages to the receivers. 
x C X Sender  
[ [ 
Rece iver  1 y C V z E Z Rece iver  2 
Fio. 6, Scheme of a broadcast channel. 
As before, Wn(y n, z ~ I x") = YIi~=l W(y i  , zi [ xi) for n-words y'* c ~n, z ~ e ~e-  
X n ~ ~"n. 
A partial feedback code (n, N 1 , N2, A) for W consists of N1 " A/-2 encoding 
functions f i J ,  N1 disjoint decoding sets A~ C ~n,  and N2 disjoint decoding sets 
B~ C ~e,~ such that 
1 
NaN2 E W'*(A~ , Bj  ]fit) • 1 -- A; 
i , j  
h~ has the form f i j  [ i iS, z . = f~j(Z1),... , f i j (Z1 ,..., Z~_I)], where the Z i s denote 
the outputs of Receiver 2. 
Let ~ I (W)(~(W))  denote the fpartial feedback (non-feedback) capacity 
region. 
In the following figures we give the definitions of two broadcast channels. 
For the first one we show that partial feedback increases its capacity region. 
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Channel Wi 
The input alphabet is {0, 1} × {0, 1} X {0, 1}, the output alphabets are 
(0, 1} × (0, 1}. Z is a random variable on {0, 1} with equidistribution which is 
independent of the input. 
FIG. 7. 
(Xo,×l,× 2 ) 
q, 
I wL(.l. ) 
(X o,x 1 eZ) (X o,x 2ez) 
Connection between input and output of W1 • 
Channel W 2 
This channel has the same input and output alphabets; Z1 and Z 2 are equi- 
distributed, independent of each other, and independent of the input. 
(Xo,X I ,X 2 ) 
+ 
(Xo,X 1 @Z 1) (Xo,X2eZ 2) 
FIG. 8. Connection between input and output of W z . 
i ! 
THEOREM 2. ~f (W1)  ~: ~(W1). Partial feedback can increase the capacity 
region of a broadcast channel 
It is enough to prove: 
(a) ( log  2, log 2) ~ Nv~(W1) and 
(b) ~(W,)  = {(R,, R~)JR~ + R2 <~ log 2}: 
LEMMA 6. (log 2, log 2) e~,1(W1) .  
Define the code words xis = (u¢, vs) , where ui(vj) is the ith (jth) member of 
{0, 1) n. Suppose the sender wants to transmit he message i to Receiver 1 and j 
to Receiver 2. Then in the first time instant he transmits 
(0, u~<,~, v;l~)) e {0, 1) × {0, 1} × {0, 1} 
14 GUNTER DUECK 
over the channel, where, for instance, u,(~) denotes the first component of ui • 
By the feedback link, the sender can observe the outcome of Receiver 2, especially 
the outcome z1 of the "noise variable" Z. Then the sender transmits (z 1 , ui(2) , 
vj(~i ) over the channel, observes the outcome z2 of Z, transmits (z2, ui(3), vj(3)), 
and so on until (Zn_l , Ui(n) , Vj(n) ) and (Zn, 0, 0). 
Since the Receivers get the zk's without any error over the channel it is clear 
that they are both able to reconstruct the code words u i resp. %. from their 
outputs (with zero error!). The 1emma is proved. 
LEMMA 7. 
~(Wl )  : {(R1, R2) ] R 1 -~- R 2 ~ log 2}. 
Proof. For a BC W(z, y ] x) define 
W,(y Ix) = Z W(y, ~ ix) 
and 
w.(z  Ix) - ~ w(y, z I x). 
y 
W1(y ] x) and Wn(z 1 x) are called the marginal channels of W. It is well known 
(cf. Van der NIeulen, 1977, Sect. VII, F), that two BC's have the same non- 
feedback capacity region, if their marginal channels coincide. Therefore, we can 
conclude that 
~(wl) = ~(w~). 
Thus, it is enough to prove that ~(W2) ~ ((Rx, R2) I R1 -~- R2 ~ log 2}. Let 
(R1, R2) ~(W2) .  Then, by Fano's Lemma, 
R 1 + R 2 ~.~ max I((Xo, X x Q Z1, X~ G Z2) ^  (Xo, X1, X2)), 
where the max is taken over all triples (X0, Xa, X~) of input variables for channel 
w~. 
NOW we get 
I((Xo , Xx (~ Zx , X2 @ Z2) A (Xo, X l ,  X2)) 
= / (X 0 ^  (Xo, X1, X2) ) +/ ( (X  1 (~ Zl ,  X 2 (~ Z2) h (Xl ,  X2) [ Xo) 
~< log 2 + H(XI 0 Z1, Xu (~ Z~ ] Xo) 
--  H(X~ 0 Z1, X2 • Z~ i Xo , Xx , X~) 
log 2 + 2 • log 2 -- H(X1 • ZI , X~ @ Z2 [ Xo, X~ , X~) 
---- 3 log 2 -- H(Z~ , Z 2 [ Xo , Xz , X2) 
= 3 log 2 -- H(Z 1 , Z2) = log 2, 
because (Z1, Z~) is independent of(Xo, X1, X~) and equidistributed on{0, 1} × 
{0, I} by construction. 
RscmvnD: June 2, 1979; ~EWSED: June 5, 1980 
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